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Introduction

Effective economic development demands informed leadership from local elected leaders. Economic development is the process of building strong, adaptive and equitable local economies. What constitutes success in economic development and the specific strategies to accomplish it will undoubtedly look different from place to place. Yet despite these differences, leadership is consistently identified as a critical factor in advancing local economic development.

Dedicated leadership from local elected officials helps develop a common vision, motivate stakeholders into action, and move vital projects forward. Although leadership can come from many places within the community, local elected officials are particularly well positioned to take on this role. The political influence of elected leadership is critical to helping communities stay the course toward a vibrant economic future.

Perhaps now, more than ever, it’s imperative for cities to take the reins and grow a strong local economy from within, especially in the context of rapidly evolving business and workforce demands, growing inequity within cities, and a new era of federalism shifting more responsibility for growth to local governments. Therefore, it’s important for city leaders to understand the practice of economic development and their roles within it.

What You Should Know 2.0: Elected Leaders and Economic Development is published in partnership with International Economic Development Council (IEDC) and is an update to the 2010 guide, 10 Things You Should Know: The Role of Elected Officials in Economic Development. This report discusses the context and key functions of local economic development, and also provides foundational information about funding sources, measuring outcomes and achieving greater economic equity in cities. Additionally, this report identifies specific roles elected officials can take to become well-informed leaders and strategic decision-makers for effective local economic development.

Key Functions of Local Economic Development

While there is no single, standard definition of economic development, it can be broadly defined as a group of programs or activities that seek to improve the economic well-being and quality of life for a community. This can be achieved by creating and retaining well-paying jobs, supporting business growth, developing key real estate, and providing access to open space, neighborhood amenities and cultural programs. The information below outlines the key functions of local economic development.

Strategic planning

A vital first step in any local economic development department is strategic planning. This means designing where and how economic development efforts will be focused and implemented. A clear economic vision and goals are needed to provide a framework for strategically assessing and coordinating these efforts. The vision stems from the community’s values, its collective sense of local economic strengths and weaknesses, and consensus on a desired future. Goals are more tangible expressions of the vision and provide specific direction for actions. An important role for elected officials during the strategic planning process is to help bring people to consensus and agreement on a common purpose. Elected officials should also work with their staff to determine a set of expected outcomes, the necessary level of resources (staff and budget) needed to achieve these outcomes and performance metrics to evaluate and measure them.
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Business retention and expansion
Economic developers also are responsible for supporting existing businesses and making sure they remain a part of the community. Business retention and expansion efforts centers around building relationships with existing companies to better meet the needs of business owners and the overall local business ecosystem. The role of economic developers is to survey and then assist local businesses and industries to solve problems so they are incentivized to stay in your community, and potentially expand into larger enterprises. A part of the retention and expansion efforts also includes tracking data on local businesses to analyze business activity and track related trends.

Business marketing and attraction
One role for economic developers is to attract new industries and businesses to the city as a strategy to create new jobs and grow the local economy. In practice, this involves various marketing activities designed to build a positive community image and attract attention to your community. This also refers to efforts by economic developers to work with site selectors to showcase available commercial space, and to close location deals with companies.

Entrepreneurial and small business development
Small businesses and startups are the backbone of many local economies. Our nation’s small businesses not only create well-paying jobs, but also deliver vital goods and services, generate local sales tax revenue, and contribute to the unique character and livability of neighborhoods. Unfortunately, the high failure rate of small businesses – especially early-stage startups - demonstrates a need for more targeted investment in their long-term success. Creating a culture that makes entrepreneurship a local value, as well as putting in place specific local economic development programs to build an ecosystem of support for entrepreneurs and small business owners is essential. Such programs should include providing access to technical assistance, streamlined regulations, industry-specific resources and mentors, funding/financing opportunities, and other tools.

Workforce development
It’s important for economic development activities to closely align with workforce development efforts. A comprehensive and cohesive strategy encourages residents to participate in the local job market, and also helps ensure that businesses will have an adequate pipeline of skilled workers. Successful workforce development efforts work like a supply chain, and consist of taking stock of business needs, and then connecting job training and education programs, as well as initiatives to attract and retain the right kind of talent in a community.

Real estate development and reuse
An economic development team is responsible for proactively guiding the development and reuse of commercial buildings, office towers, industrial facilities, and vacant land parcels. A city’s involvement in management decisions includes supporting the development of new facilities, and rehabilitating existing buildings. Local government has oversight over the revitalization of contaminated sites and properties such as a brownfield site or abandoned building. It is important for local leadership to put in place regulations that can help deal with chronic problems such as vacancy and blight.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT GOALS IN ANNAPOLIS, MD.
Population: 38,394

- Grow and Promote a Vibrant City Economy
  - Develop a business-friendly culture that fosters entrepreneurship and encourages an increase in the number and diversity of businesses that establish, maintain and expand in all communities in the city.

- Preserve Community Character
  - Protect and reinforce the traits unique to Annapolis' character and heritage, recognizable in the historic downtown, the waterfront, vibrant cultural scenes and other special places, while expanding the commercial tax base and developing new employment opportunities, appropriate industries and desired quality of life in each of the city’s six distinctive commercial neighborhoods.

- Move Toward a “Green” Annapolis
  - Protect the community’s natural resources and create a green and healthy living environment for Annapolis residents and visitors.

- Enrich the Creative Economy
  - Develop and support diverse authentic cultural experiences in a manner that establishes Annapolis as a world-class and unique cultural destination to the benefit of its citizens, its creative community, its business sector and its visitors; is sustainable for future generations; fosters economic, community and neighborhood revitalization; and preserves a sense of place.

- Work Collaboratively
  - Strengthen county, state, regional, national and international cooperation to ensure the city’s economic success.

- Provide Opportunity to a Diverse Population
  - Recruit, attract, expand, and retain businesses that create local jobs and strive to increase the number of higher paying local jobs in a manner that ensures that the economic environment in Annapolis meets the interests and needs of a diverse population, including the wide range of ethnicities, incomes and ages in the community, as well as people with disabilities.

- Reduce Dependency on the Auto
  - Expand public transportation to provide connections to major job centers, both inside and outside the city and when possible, make it reliable, fast, frequent and free.

Source: Annapolis Economic Development Strategic Action Plan
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GLENDALE, CALIF., ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT GOALS
Population: 196,021

- **Business Attraction** - Attract business and investment to locate in Glendale. Primary focus will be placed on attracting nightlife tenants that will contribute to an 18-hour downtown; breweries in Glendale’s Creative Corridor; technology based companies; and tenants which enhance our neighborhood districts.

- **Marketing/Promotion** - Marketing and promotion to both the business community looking to relocate or expand and the resident/visitor who has choices of where to spend their entertainment dollar is an area of focus.

- **Business Services** - Provide assistance to businesses currently located in Glendale including developing business-to-business opportunities and partnerships; concierge service when dealing with City Hall processes; liaison to business groups such as the Chambers of Commerce, Neighborhood Business Districts, and educational organizations operating business programs; and participation in regional economic development organizations.

- **Asset Management** - Actively employ ways to provide additional value of City assets through proactive, profitability-focused asset management practices.

- **Workforce Development** - Provide opportunities to enhance programming in both the development of technical skills to put local residents to work, as well as the promotion of Glendale’s amenities as a means to attract new business with employment prospects and increased economic activity.

- **Market Information** - Provide data and information to stakeholders seeking to understand the potential for investment in Glendale. Primary activity would be continued publishing of economic indicators quarterly report, pro forma financial analyses, trade area data and related real estate information and other reports as needed.

Source: Glendale’s Economic Development Goals

NEW BRAUNFELS, TEXAS ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIC PLAN GOALS
Population: 63,279

- **Real Estate Development** - Secure suitable building space to attract and retain primary employers in New Braunfels consistent with the community’s identified target industries.

- **Entrepreneurial and Small Business Development** - Organize local and regional economic development stakeholders to create micro-loan fund opportunities to grow New Braunfels’s small businesses, to promote job creation and retention, and to enhance access to capital.

- **Tourism, Cultural and Recreational Development** - Facilitate large downtown investment to support tourism and cultural & recreational amenities in New Braunfels.

- **Workforce Development** - Foster a robust workforce readiness environment in New Braunfels.

Source: Economic Development Strategic Plan, New Braunfels, Texas

Neighborhood redevelopment

In many communities, there are neighborhoods that are distressed, blighted, and in need of economic investment to bring back jobs, businesses, and local amenities. It is the role of economic development to guide a holistic approach to the complex neighborhood redevelopment process by understanding the existing neighborhood economy, assessing the assets and needs of the community, and implementing tools to refinance and improve the community and redevelop a dynamic local economy for targeted areas.

Economic resiliency

Lastly, but perhaps most importantly, a local government’s economic development team needs to help ensure the economic resiliency of their city and region. Economic resiliency means the local economy is diverse, sustainable, and can weather the impacts of an economic crisis or a natural disaster. Mitigating job losses and business closures can be achieved by making sure companies have insurance coverage and contingency plans, that there are plans and programs in place to assist existing businesses in safely reentering disaster areas with supportive assistance programs, and that your workforce development strategies can be nimble enough to keep up with shifting hiring needs. Building resiliency also means taking into consideration vulnerabilities in comprehensive planning and incorporating mitigation measures as a part of community investments in infrastructure.
Context for Local Economic Development

While each city has its unique challenges and opportunities, it’s important to understand some universal aspects of local economic development. Recognizing the environment within which local economic development efforts play out is necessary for successful leadership. The following section outlines aspects of the economic development context that you should know about your city.

Your city’s economic strengths and weaknesses

Each community has strengths and weaknesses that help determine which types of economic development efforts are needed. Areas where your city can be strong or weak include access to high-paying jobs, the availability of skilled workers, the quality of transportation and infrastructure, the affordability of housing, and the prevalence of quality-of-life amenities. It also includes having access to raw materials and supply chains, as well as developable land and move-in ready sites for businesses to locate. These community assets, as well as trends in your economic profile, lay the foundation for creating a realistic vision and strategic direction for economic success that is unique to your community. Information about your local economy can also help engage and educate constituents and build community support for economic development decisions.

Your city’s role in the regional economy

It’s also important to know the larger regional economic landscape and your city’s position within it. For example, are you a community that has industries and supply chains that attract incoming commuters or one that workers commute from? With a firmer grasp of your community’s place in the region, you’re better prepared to work with other jurisdictions to share responsibility for promoting regional economic success. Although increased competition for jobs, taxes and private investment can put political pressure on elected officials to go toe-to-toe with neighboring jurisdictions, the reality is that local economic success depends on regional economic success. For example, local governments can work together to draw businesses and other economic activity to the region while agreeing not to compete or offer incentives to firms to locate in their specific communities. Similarly, many cities work together on regional marketing efforts, typically via participation in a regional council. These collaborative efforts attract firms, investment and employment that benefit the entire region.

The difference between a weak and strong real estate market

The degree of demand for real estate in a community dictates whether the market is “weak” or “strong.” A strong market city is characterized by low vacancy rates, high real estate prices and a strong level of interest from development and businesses communities. Conversely, a weak market city is typically defined by high vacancy rates, below-market real estate prices, and lukewarm investment interest from businesses and developers.

It is critical for city leaders to be cognizant of how access to key amenities, affordable housing and other quality of life characteristics are vital to business attraction and retention.

This distinction is important for local leaders to understand because strong and weak market cities demand different types of economic development strategies and considerations. In weak market cities, the use of incentives, like tax breaks and fast-tracked approvals, are often necessary to secure deals and attract outside investment. It is critical for city leaders to be cognizant of how access to key amenities, affordable housing and other quality of life characteristics are vital to business attraction and retention. Conversely, in strong market cities, the strong level of interest and high price of commercial space means that there is often a great deal of competition for commercial and retail space. To this end, it is important for city leaders to establish measures that prevent local businesses from being priced out of their leases.

The local regulatory environment

Municipal governments have direct control over business licensing, inspection processes and permit authorization. This is the regulatory framework within which businesses in your city are granted permission to operate by passing standards in terms of health, safety, and professional certifications. As important as these standards are, however, businesses owners often describe these regulatory systems as complex, time-consuming and frustrating. As a local leader, you can push for policy and management reforms that will make the processes more streamlined and transparent for the businesses in your city. For example, some cities are putting all of their business license and permit information on a single, user-friendly website.

STARTUP IN A DAY

“The Small Business Administration (SBA) has created a prize competition to help our nation’s cities simplify the licensing process so entrepreneurs can startup in a day. Technology now makes it easy and inexpensive to create online license and permitting tools that meet SBA’s Startup in a Day challenge. The online tools we are encouraging with this prize competition will help more of Americas entrepreneurs apply for all permits and manage the application process from a single online interface.”
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Stakeholders and Partners

There are many stakeholders and partners involved in local economic development, both within government and in nonprofit and private sectors, all with diverse (and sometimes conflicting) priorities and interests. We discuss here the various agencies, business groups, and community partners that you should consult, empower, and leverage in your local and regional economic development planning and implementation.

Public economic development agencies and city staff

In nearly every municipal government, there is a public office dedicated to economic development. The local government economic development functions can be structured in different ways, for example, as part of the mayor’s office, as an office within in a larger department, or as a stand-alone department or agency. The staff members leading these efforts possess institutional knowledge, networks and professional experience that are invaluable to implementing economic development strategy. Local officials should begin building a strong relationship with economic development staff at the beginning of a political term or new project.

Public-private and nonprofit economic development organizations

Some communities also have public-private partnerships for economic development as well as private or nonprofit organizations involved in local economic development activities. These organizations may or may not receive some level of government funding and sometimes operate independently from public economic development efforts. The goals of these organizations is to support economic growth, most often through activities including assisting entrepreneurs, marketing the community to attract new companies, advocating for infrastructure projects and lending to businesses. Organizations that fall under this category are regional economic development organizations, chambers of commerce, community development corporations (CDC), downtown revitalization organizations, business improvement districts, industry associations and community development finance institutions (CDFIs).

Local and regional business community

Local businesses are essential to a stable and diverse local economy. In recent years, many cities have shifted their primary economic development focus away from attracting large firms from outside the community to growing new businesses from within and helping existing businesses survive and thrive. Local officials and economic development partners can work together to help create an environment that supports the growth and expansion of local businesses. At the same time, the voices of your local and regional business community should always be heard when your city is making important economic development decisions. There are both informal methods and formal methods for obtaining feedback from business owners, including community listening sessions and small business advisory committees.
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Real estate development community
The real estate development community is a major player in the growth of your city’s infrastructure, access to commercial and retail space, and the availability of housing for local residents and workers. It is important to understand the landscape of developers in your region as well as their development interests in order to weigh these with the development needs of your community.

Residents and Community Groups
As with so many other public issues, the needs of the community are an integral part of the economic development process. Residents can help inform decisions about what types of jobs, amenities, and services are needed in their communities. At the same time, residents have the right to oppose development efforts they feel would be ineffective or harmful for their community. Particularly for newly elected officials, it is critical to provide mechanisms for families, community groups, and neighborhood leaders to collaborate with local government on projects and initiatives that will impact their day-to-day lives.

Workforce development partners
Aligning economic development efforts with workforce development goals is a key strategy for strengthening local economies. Now more than ever, these two functions of local government are collaborating toward a shared vision of a smooth-flowing talent pipeline that meets the needs of businesses and residents. An elected leader should therefore know the key workforce partners both inside and outside city hall. Municipal governments often have workforce development departments or agencies. If they aren’t already integrated, a local leader can help ensure that these two distinct departments are working together more effectively. In addition, it is important to also join forces with non-governmental workforce leaders, like community colleges and nonprofit programs that deliver job training to residents.

Funding Sources
It’s important for local elected leaders to be familiar with the various economic development funding sources used to leverage economic development. Most communities use a mixture of the city budget, state funding, and federal program dollars to support economic development programs and initiatives. Some municipalities are also exploring the use of public-private partnerships to fund economic development projects and programs. The information below helps clarify the most commonly used economic development funding sources.

City funding
Most local governments budget for economic development activities using the city’s general fund (i.e., revenue from property taxes, as well as sales and/or income taxes in states where permitted). This funding pays for the programming and staff for the city’s economic development office. City funding pays directly for items such as business surveys, site visits, marketing campaigns, business education programs, redevelopment efforts and workforce development trainings. Municipal governments also sometimes indirectly pay for local economic development through the use of incentives, including tax breaks for businesses. Typically, these incentive deals will waive a portion of property or commercial taxes as a strategy to attract a new business (and jobs) to the community. It is important for local elected officials to be familiar with the funding options specific to their municipality.
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Excerpts from the state of Massachusetts, state of Ohio, and Wisconsin Fast Forward.

MASSACHUSETTS
Economic Development Fund

The Economic Development Fund (EDF) finances projects and programs that create and/or retain jobs, improve the local and/or regional tax base, or otherwise enhance the quality of life in the community. EDF gives priority assistance for physical improvements in support of job creating/retention and downtown/commercial center revitalization. Municipalities with a population of under 50,000 that do not receive CDBG funds directly from the federal Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) are eligible. Historically, EDF has funded a range of economic and community development projects. Categories of assistance include: rehabilitation of mixed-use buildings; revolving loan funds and technical assistance programs serving small businesses and microenterprises; and planning and pre-development studies leading to an economic development project.8

OHIO
Enterprise Zone Program

The Ohio Enterprise Zone Program is an economic development tool administered by municipal and county governments that provides real and personal property tax exemptions to businesses making investments in Ohio. Enterprise zones are designated areas of land in which businesses can receive tax incentives in the form of tax exemptions on eligible new investment. The Enterprise Zone Program can provide tax exemptions for a portion of the value of new real and personal property investment (when that personal property is still taxable) when the investment is made in conjunction with a project that includes job creation.7

WISCONSIN
Wisconsin Fast Forward

The State of Wisconsin’s $30 million investment in the Wisconsin Fast Forward (WFF) grant program is a nationally recognized, innovative talent development solution driven by Wisconsin businesses to train and retain highly skilled workers. Over $18 million in WFF grant contracts has been issued to date, supporting nearly 200 worker training projects and benefitting hundreds of employers and thousands of workers across Wisconsin.9

State Funding

Many municipalities also receive support from their state government for local and regional economic development initiatives in the form of on-the-ground programs or through direct funding. Some states also offer incentives directly to businesses as an attraction strategy. As with local funding sources, each state has its unique approach to funding economic development activities. Local elected officials should become familiar with state funding programs, not only to take advantage of them, but also to be an advocate for their continued funding by state legislators.

Federal funding

There are several federal programs supporting local economic development strategies from the Economic Development Administration (EDA), the Small Business Administration (SBA), the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) and other agencies. These programs provide direct federal dollars to state/local governments or businesses, as well as tax credits to developers or community entities. Below are excerpts with information from some of the most common programs.

- Community Development Block Grant (CDBG)
- The CDBG program works to ensure decent affordable housing, to provide services to the most vulnerable in our communities, and to create jobs through the expansion and retention of businesses. CDBG is an important tool for helping local governments tackle serious challenges facing their communities. Beginning in 1974, the CDBG program is one of the longest continuously run programs at HUD.10
- New Markets Tax Credit
- The New Market Tax Credit Program attracts private capital into low-income communities by permitting individual and corporate investors to receive a tax credit against their federal income tax in exchange for making equity investments in specialized financial intermediaries called Community Development Entities. The credit totals 39 percent of the original investment amount and is claimed over a period of seven years.11
- Historic Preservation Tax Incentives
- The Federal Historic Preservation Tax Incentives program encourages private sector investment in the rehabilitation and re-use of historic buildings. It creates jobs and is one of the nation’s most successful and cost-effective community revitalization programs. The National Park Service and the Internal Revenue Service administer the program in partnership with State Historic Preservation Offices.12

Public-private partnerships

A new approach to funding local economic development projects is the concept of public-private partnerships. These are contractual arrangements between a municipality and a private or corporate entity agreeing to share the responsibility of funding and managing an economic development project. According to the Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA), the structure of a public-private partnership typically includes the offer of funding, tax incentives, or public land from the local government, while the private organization promises capital investment, job creation, or development expertise.13
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Focus on Equity

There is growing emphasis on how local economic development can be leveraged to improve access to economic opportunities for residents, particularly in cities where there is growing income inequality and a lack of economic mobility. The practice of inclusive economic development is defined as “community-based strategies that aim to improve economic opportunity for all, with a focus on disadvantaged residents.”

These efforts can include initiatives such as attracting businesses to underserved neighborhoods, connecting at-risk youth to workforce training in high-paying industries, and targeting entrepreneurship education to low-income individuals, women and minority populations.

Portland’s Inclusive Strategic Plan

“We’re a very white, progressive city,” said Katherine Krajnak, Senior Industry Liaison at the Portland Development Commission (PDC). The city’s 72 percent non-Hispanic white population ranks it as the whitest of America’s 50 largest metros. “But there’s diverse talent and diverse leadership in our community that we need to be supporting.”

PDC, Portland’s redevelopment, urban renewal, and economic development agency, has documented that change is coming—according to the National Equity Atlas, by 2040, 42 percent of the city’s population will be people of color. Recognizing the fact that Portland’s economic future is tied to growing the wealth of the city’s communities of color, the agency made equity and inclusion the central themes of its five-year strategic plan, adopted in 2015.

The PDC has identified Portland’s market-leading sectors to include software, digital media, metals and machinery manufacturing, and athletic/outdoor (the region is home to Nike, Adidas, and Columbia Sportswear). And PDC staff have been trying to ensure that the prosperity that is generated in those industries is harnessed and shared. Much effort has focused on the city’s burgeoning tech sector. But a scan of local startups conducted in 2013 and 2014 demonstrated that diversity in the city’s tech sector compares dishearteningly to national numbers: only two percent of teams that received venture-backed funding those years had a black founder, and only 19 percent had female founders.

To support and cultivate entrepreneurs of color, PDC has embarked on a three-year Inclusive Entrepreneurship Action Plan to create a more inclusive startup ecosystem. Strategies include: investing in leadership development and entrepreneurial education, taking an ecosystem-wide approach to build an inclusive culture, casting a wider net to draw in minority entrepreneurs that might be working outside the existing tech network, and taking risks with the understanding that they might be vulnerable to criticism or failure.

The agency is also trying to support existing local affinity networks and support groups, while also encouraging the tech sector at large to demonstrate a commitment to a more inclusive culture. Similar to Silicon Valley’s Project Include, PDC has encouraged tech companies in Portland to sign the Portland Tech Diversity Pledge to take a stand on the underrepresentation of women and communities of color. So far 23 companies and six organizations have signed the pledge. Together, this cohort has 1,900 existing employees in the Portland region, signaling the potential for significant change in the future.

One of PDC’s hallmark programs has been Startup PDX Challenge, an annual competition designed to connect entrepreneurs from underrepresented demographics in the tech and manufacturing industries with early-stage growth support and funding. Winners receive a $25,000 convertible note or low-interest loan, free rent, legal services, and marketing and hiring/HR services. So far, among more than 300 total applications to the Challenge, a quarter of the teams have had a black and/or Latino founder and 61 percent of the founders in the 2014 and 2015 classes were black and/or Latino.

PDC is continuing to balance action with building and maintaining community relationships. “Especially with an organization like an economic development corporation, you want to move quickly and act a little bit like a startup—you want to iterate and be agile,” said Krajnak. “But if you move too fast and don’t include the community leaders and partners, they will not be invested.”

Excerpt from Equitable Innovation Economies - Pratt Center and PolicyLink

Portland, OR

March 19, 2018
Measuring Impact with Performance Management

Measuring the impact of economic development initiatives and projects will help you determine whether you are meeting the needs of your community and local businesses. It’s important to point out that in the context of short-term political cycles, it may be tempting to stray from the strategy and only consider economic development in terms of traditional, more tangible successes, such as attracting a new, large employer or the number of jobs added in your community.

However, if this is all you’re measuring, you are seeing an incomplete picture. For this reason, it is important for elected officials and staff agree upon, committed to and accurately measure even incremental economic achievements. This will allow political leaders to demonstrate success and champion all the various ways the community is supporting economic activity.

City staff consistently note the imperative of city leadership in ensuring the long-term sustainability of performance management and service delivery improvements. Often, performance management has difficulty gaining traction among city staff because it can be viewed as a punitive review exercise instead of an exercise focused on holistic improvement. Support from the mayor, city manager and city council can help launch performance management programs, change the culture of performance management, and maintain the momentum and commitment to the process.

Economic Development Metrics

The cornerstone of performance management is access to data. A detailed outline of how to measure economic development outcomes is also available in IEDC’s guidebook, Making it Count: Metrics for High-Performing EDOs. Below is a list of suggested data points for your city to begin tracking:

- **Economic conditions**: New business starts and closures, retail sales, imports and exports, location quotients that compare the size of your industries and sectors to those of typical communities your size, shift-share analysis that shows how industries are growing and declining compared to one another
- **Population characteristics**: Population size and growth, age, educational attainment
- **Labor force characteristics**: Labor force participation, unemployment, wages, incomes, occupations, skills, commuting trends, productivity
- **Physical conditions**: Land use, zoning, land values, condition of buildings, vacancy rates, building activity, parking facilities, condition and capacity of infrastructure, air and water quality
- **Business climate**: Community attitudes, labor relations, business taxes and regulations, level and quality of municipal services, workforce training, access to and cost of capital, public and private infrastructure
- **Knowledge-based resources**: Federal labs, science and research parks, industry incubators, colleges and universities, technical training schools
- **Quality of life**: Housing availability, public services, education system, crime rate, cultural and recreational activities, parks and other natural amenities

Under new guidance from the Government Accounting Standards Board (GASB), Statement No. 77 requires governments to disclose essential information about tax abatement agreements, including:

- The purpose of the tax abatement program
- The tax being abated
- Dollar amount of taxes abated
- Provisions for recapturing abated taxes
- The types of commitments made by tax abatement recipients
- Other commitments made by a government in tax abatement agreements, such as to build infrastructure assets

This excerpt and more can be found in What You Need to Know: Tax Abatement Disclosures (GASB 2015)
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The Role of Elected Leaders

Just like there are various functions of local economic development, there are also a variety of different roles that elected leaders should play in the process. Particularly for newly elected leaders, it’s critical to understand how to leverage your role to help encourage economic growth.

Be a student

Take the time to learn about the economic development priorities, strategies, and stakeholders in your city. Your residents, business community, and real estate developers will be looking to you for leadership on future projects. It’s important for you to watch and understand the economic trends. Make sure to read the indicators on a regular basis and discuss them with economic development professionals.

Be a convener

With so many players in the mix, it would be easy for communication to be inconsistent among all of the various stakeholders. As an elected leader you can convene these individuals at neighborhood meetings, public hearings, and site visits to make sure everyone has access to the same data and information about economic development projects. Help lead and be a champion for economic development strategic planning efforts and their implementation. Appoint stakeholders to organize and implement this function.

Be a listener

When you convene your stakeholders, it’s important to listen to their feedback (both positive and negative). Your residents may not be happy with every single economic development decision, but it’s important for your community members to know their opinions are being heard and taken into consideration. Take extra care to make sure you’re not leaving anyone out, and giving opportunity for all to have their voices heard.

Be a policymaker

Review your zoning code and local regulations to see if there are ways that you can make the economic development process more transparent and inclusive. Consider the effects of your actions on the business climate, particularly as it relates to the needs and interests of existing businesses. If you are in a position to help set the funding for economic development, make sure you are acting consistently and providing adequate resources to make your community competitive. If you have the opportunity to appoint board members of economic development organizations and hire professionals to lead them, make sure you consider the strengths and qualifications these people bring very carefully. Every position makes a difference.

Be a salesperson

As an elected official you probably ran for office because you love your community and want to help improve it. Be a salesperson for your city so that others will want to live, work, and play there. Often times an elected leader can make a significant difference in building relationships with existing businesses and advocating for your community to new businesses.

Be an ambassador

You will also at times need to be a cheerleader for your community on national and international stages. In particular, you may visit other countries to learn about their industries or to attract foreign direct investment (FDI). When participating, make sure your actions are strategic, demonstrate accountability, and bring value for your efforts.

Conclusion

Economic development demands buy-in and leadership from local elected officials. From the bully pulpit to the design and coordination of public policies, mayors and councilmembers have opportunities every day to effect change and promote a strategic vision of economic growth for their city. This vision can be one that promotes equity and inclusion across all neighborhoods, is grounded in data and evidence, and is implemented in partnership with community stakeholders and partners.
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